
Lesson 11 Vehicle Dynamics and Control

1. Sebastian Vettel is approaching Curva Parabolica in his Ferrari For-
mula One car at Monza, reaching a speed of 330 km/h before he needs
to brake. The total weight of the car is 720 kg, with a 45/55 weight dis-
tribution (i.e. 45% of the mass rests on the front wheels when standing
still). The wheel base is 3.4 m, and the center of gravity height is 0.3 m
above the ground plane. The total downforce generated at 330 km/h
is 20 kN, which is divided as; 30% from the front wing, 30% from the
rear wing, and 40% from the underbody/floor/diffusor. The front wing
downforce acts 0.5 m in front of the front axle, the rear wing downforce
0.2 m behind the rear axle, and the remaining downforce acts 0.45 m
behind the center of gravity. The friction coefficient for these kind of
racing tires are considerably higher than for conventional road tires,
and also varies with several variables. However, here we assume the
friction coefficient is µ = 1.25. The frontal area is 1.4 m2 and the drag
coefficient is 0.8. The drag force is acting at a height of 0.4 m. Rolling
resistance can be neglected.
a) What would the deceleration due to only air drag be at this speed?
b) What is the maximum total deceleration that is possible when ap-
plying the brakes?
c) Compute the optimal brake-force distribution (Kb,f and Kb,r) he
should use at this point.

2. Consider a passenger car with a total mass of 1600 kg and a wheel base
of 2.8 m, where the center of gravity is located 1.2 m behind the front
axle. The vehicle is loaded with 800 kg of junk, placed 0.3 m in front
of the rear axle. The cornering stiffness of the car’s tires varies with
the normal force according to the figure below.
How is the handling characteristics affected by the additional load?

a) Calculate Kus without the load.
b) Calculate Kus with the load.
c) Is it necessary to account for the change in Cα due to the normal
load? Compute Kus with the additional load (as in b), but using the
Cα you determined without the load (i.e., Cα from a).
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3. You are given the task to develop an autonomous drifting controller for
a rear-wheel driven passenger car. Consider the vehicle in steady-state
(i.e. β̇ = 0 and Ω̇z = 0), “power sliding” in a roundabout with a radius
of 50 m. The body slip angle is β = 30◦ and the speed is constant. The
system needs to know the driving force on the rear wheels Fx,r and the
front steer angle δ.
The vehicle’s total mass is m = 1500 kg and the wheel base is L =
2.4 m. The center of gravity is in the middle of the front and rear axle
(l1 = l2).
In the figure below, the lateral tire force Fy is shown as a function
of slip angle α. This diagram describes both front and rear tire-force
characteristics (Fy,f (αf ) and Fy,r(αr).
Note that the slip angle β cannot be assumed small here.

a) Compute the rear-wheel longitudinal force Fx,r that is necessary to
achieve the desired body slip and maintain constant velocity. Assume
here that we can use the friction ellipse to describe the relation between
Fy and Fx, according to(

Fy
Fy,α

)2

+
(

Fx
Fx,max

)2

= 1

where Fx,max = µxW , and Fy,α is found from the figure below. The
longitudinal friction coefficient is µx = 0.9. (In reality the friction
ellipse is not suitable for slip angles of this magnitude.)
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b) Determine the steering angle δ that is necessary to keep the vehicle
in steady-state (Ω̇z = 0).

Slip angle, α [deg]
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The force characteristics, in the figure above, is described by

Fy = Dy sin(Cy arctan{Byα− Ey[Byα− arctan(Byα)]})

with the following parameter values

Dy = 7365, Cy = 1.1930, By = 8.8626, Ey = −1.2076
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Answers

1. a) 7.70 m/s2

b) 52.8 m/s2

c) Kb,f = 0.552, Kb,r = 0.448

2. a) Kus = 0.0040
b) Kus = −0.0104
c) Kus = −0.0283

3. a) Fx,r = 3.54 kN
b) δ = L cosβ

R
+ αf − αr = −19.9◦ (Which means we have to counter

steer with 20◦.)
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